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Granular Multilabel Batch Active Learning
With Pairwise Label Correlation
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Abstract—Abundant data with limited labeling are a
widespread bottleneck in multilabel learning. Active learning
(AL) is an effective solution to gradually enhance model robust-
ness, however how to effectively extend instance selection criteria
to multilabel case remains challenging. Considering the label
specificity and label correlation, a granular batch mode-based
ranking active model for the multilabel (GBRAML) is proposed.
Taking a bottom-up view, three granulation operators are suc-
cessively constructed to formulate three granular structures.
In low-level granulation operator, auxiliary label is introduced
to enhance the informativeness and representativeness of each
label. The contribution of labels to the usefulness of instances is
incorporated with pair-wise label correlation, and is considered
in the middle-level granulation operator. The labeling priority
is determined by ranking the scorings coming from high-level
granulation operator. To alleviate the impact of skewed label
correlation, we take a three-way strategy on fitness of repre-
sentative label correlation, thus a three-way GBRAML model
(TGBRAML) is devised. Extensive experiments on six multilabel
benchmark demonstrate GBRAML gains 5.4% and 210.1%
improvement on MicroF1 and Average Precision over state-of-
the-art batch mode multilabel active learning. The effectiveness
of three-way decisions in multilabel AL is also verified.

Index Terms—Active learning, batch mode, granular comput-
ing (GrC), label correlation, multilabel, three-way decisions.

I. INTRODUCTION

IN MULTILABEL scenario, one example is associated with
potentially dozens of labels simultaneously, and the pri-

mary goal of multilabel learning is to train a model that
can determine label assignments or predict label ranking on
unseen instances [1], [2]. Representative applications involve
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smart grid management [3], disease diagnosis [4], and image
classification [5]. A vital prerequisite in learning a desirable
multilabel classifier is to have plentiful information on label
associations. While the speed of data collection is rapidly
growing with the advances in automation, the expenditure
on label annotations is increasingly intolerable. The bound-
ary among different labels is more ambiguous than ever, thus
sophisticated identification is required for the determination of
presence/absence of each label.

Active learning (AL) [6] attempts to reduce the burden
of manual annotation by selecting a number of valuable
instances for querying based on some criteria. During the past
decades, three criteria, i.e., informativeness, representativeness
and diversity, have been advocated. The criterion of infor-
mativeness measures the ability of an instance to reduce the
generalization error of trained model. The criterion of repre-
sentativeness examines the ability of an instance to restore the
distribution of unlabeled data. The criterion of diversity mea-
sures the information redundancy of an instance to classifier
construction. Under the combination of the above-mentioned
criteria, many multilabel AL algorithms perform in a batch-
mode manner [7]–[10]. The batch is usually composed of
unlabeled instances and iteratively enriches the labeled set.
Typical operations in one labeling iteration include instance
selection, batch annotation and model reconstruction, where
AL works mainly in the instance selection stage. It is worth
mentioning that almost all multilabel active algorithms assume
that labels are determined by all conditions and do not dis-
criminate the learning difficulty of each label, which yields
suboptimal performance.

Granular computing (GrC) [11] is a methodology con-
cerning the definition, transformation and computing of
information granules. By adopting GrC, researchers generate
a granular representation of data with the multilevel charac-
teristic. For example, AL can be hierarchically processed on
single-label data and the structural cost combining misclassifi-
cation with annotation is significantly reduced [12]. However
the applicability to multilabel AL has yet not been examined.
Three-way decisions (3WD) [13], [14] is a triarchic theory of
GrC that simulates the actions a person may take when facing
uncertainty. The semantics of decision include but not limited
to classification, clustering, decision support, concept learning
and active learning [15]–[17]. The compatibility motivates us
to explore uncertainty in learnt multilabel model.

Label correlation and class imbalance are two characteris-
tics of multilabel problems. The label correlation measures
the possibility that two or more labels co-occur or not. For
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instance, the label “boat” is more correlated with “sea” than
“desert.” The additional knowledge is unknown beforehand
and can be viewed as a metric for the assessment of label
complexity. Class imbalance refers to the imbalanced distri-
bution between positive class (those who are associated with
instances) and negative class (those who are not associated
with instances). AL on multilabel data should be aware of
these characteristics so that the overall uncertainty toward
valuable instances is minimized [18]. This article formu-
lates the batch selection as an instance ranking problem and
presents a granular batch mode-based ranking active model for
multilabel (GBRAML). In this model, the unlabeled instances
are queried across all labels independently via low-level granu-
lation operator, and those which have modified large separation
margin, a margin that is weighted by neighborhood-based class
distribution, gain the priority in the finest granule. By incor-
porating label complexity and fitness of label correlation, the
label importance for annotation is considered via middle-level
granulation operator. An ordered set for unlabeled instances
is deduced via high-level granulation operator. Furthermore,
by introducing three-way decisions on the judgment of fitness
of label correlation, the skewed label correlation in GBRAML
model is solved.

Our contributions can be summarized as follows.
1) To the best of our knowledge, this is the first effort to

perform multilabel AL with the consideration of data
characteristics stemming from a GrC-based perspec-
tive. We utilize the class-imbalance and label correlation
at low-level and middle-level layers, respectively, to
generate an effective query.

2) Two instance selection criteria, representativeness and
informativeness, are simultaneously leveraged at low-
level and middle-level granules. The proposed ranking
strategy at high-level granule is thereby more effective.

3) We extend three-way decisions to multilabel AL and
alleviate the influence of estimated label correlation bias.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows.
Section II reviews some related work; Section III presents our
proposed model for multilabel active learning, which is then
incorporated with three-way decisions in Section IV; experi-
mental results are reported in Section V; Section VI concludes
this work by identifying future directions.

II. RELATED WORK

Instance selection [19] is a fundamental issue in active learn-
ing. An utility function is required to evaluate the urgency
of unlabeled instances. While instance uncertainty remains a
challenge in multilabel setting, the versatile implementations
of utility function are hierarchically defined [20]–[22]. The
underlying reason is the different interests of stakeholder, and
one typical style is defined as multiple scoring functions with
an aggregation function [23]. The availability of data deter-
mines the AL mechanism. In this article, we focus on scenarios
in which a large collection of unlabeled data and a small set
of labeled data is available, i.e., pool-based active learning.

Many scholars have investigated a plethora of selection criteria
for pool-based multilabel active learning. The pioneering work
is reported in [24], in which two selection strategies named “max
loss” (ML) and “mean ML” (MML) are put forward, respectively.

The informative candidates are with the maximal expected loss
decrement on most certain label. A similar work can be found
in [25], where the count of associated labels is predicted by an
auxiliary regression model. Instances are selected based on the
principle “maximal expected loss reduction with maximal con-
fidence” (MMC), which is implemented via the approximation
between expected label count and classification probabilities.
The work is further extended in [26], where the label ranking
is adopted for the identification of separation margin and the
expected label cardinality is examined meanwhile. By mini-
mizing difference of data distribution in labeled and unlabeled
parts, an approach which considers both representativeness and
diversity is considered in [27]. The positive-prone class is more
preferred, resulting in a steady rise of performance. To cope
with outlier labels in images, a maximum correntropy criterion
(MCC) [28] with the combination of informativeness and repre-
sentativeness isproposed, inwhich informativeness is interpreted
as minimum margin, and representativeness is defined as the
consistency between labels and features. By adopting the soft
Hamming loss reduction criterion [29], informative messages
committed by users are preferentially responded. This criterion is
composed of a Hamming loss reduction and a maximum margin
reduction. Considering the good generalization of hyperplane
based classifier, linear model is considered as the baseline in
our model.

The expansion from serial mode (one instance per iteration)
to batch mode (multiple instances per iteration) can sig-
nificantly improve the utilization of manual labeling, yet
information overlap among the selected batch may incur.
In [30], Fisher information matrix is employed to measure
the uncertainty of unlabeled instances. The selection problem
is formulated via semidefinitive programming and optimized
via upper bound. A batch instance selection criterion combin-
ing informativeness with diversity is presented in [31]. The
notion is that instances with high informativeness measured
by current classifier individually and jointly less redundancy
should be annotated. However, the problem is formulated as
an NP-hard integer quadratic programming. In [32], the infor-
mativeness and diversity of selected batch are balanced in the
granularity of instance-label pair. The potentially high-order
label correlation is identified at label level. To circumvent
the drawback, some efforts on customizing problem formu-
lation and optimization strategies have been attempted. AL
completed on relative attributes for semantic understanding is
considered in [33], in which a diverse expected gradient model
is constructed. To guarantee the informativeness and diversity,
a two-step heuristic method is proposed to iteratively generate
an approximate optimal query set. The confidence of unla-
beled instances between two most likely classes is utilized as
a metric to measure diversity in [34], and is implemented via
two techniques named “angle-based diversity” and “clustering-
based diversity,” respectively. Coupled with redundant instance
removal strategies in subproblem level, a criterion combining
informativeness and diversity is presented. This work is fur-
ther improved in [35] by two adjustments in informativeness
and diversity, in which the uncertain instances among all
hyperplanes are refined by kernel k-means clustering. While
instance redundancy is reduced dramatically, the computation
on pair-wise unlabeled instances is costly.
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TABLE I
CHARACTERISTICS FOR EXISTING MULTILABEL AL APPROACHES. WE

USE S, B TO REPRESENT SINGLE/MULTIPLE INSTANCE SELECTION

MODE, AND I, R, D TO REPRESENT THE INSTANCE SELECTION

CRITERION OF INFORMATIVENESS, REPRESENTATIVENESS,
AND DIVERSITY

Ranked batch mode active learning [36] is a flexible frame-
work which constitutes three procedures, named as “uncer-
tainty estimation,” “ranked batch construction,” and “oracle
labeling.” With this routine, unlabeled instances are ranked
by an integrated scoring function which weighs similar-
ity and uncertainty simultaneously. Uncertainty sampling by
query-by-committee strategy is complemented by diversity and
density in [37]. The optimal batch is searched in a greedy
fashion based on the score ranking. In [38], multiple crite-
ria for informativeness and diversity on unlabeled instances
are used by referring to labeled instances and current model,
respectively.

The characteristics of state-of-the-art multilabel AL strate-
gies are summarized in Table I. In this article, we consider
batch mode AL strategy by leveraging both informativeness
and representativeness on hierarchical score ranking. The pur-
pose of ranking is to prioritize unlabeled instances that are
both informative and representative across label space. By
iteratively manipulating limited annotations, the latent label
associations are gradually recovered. To objectively evalu-
ate the contribution of each label for a given instance, a
hierarchical evaluation with three granulation operators is
proposed. First, we examine both the pseudolabel generated
by current model and local label distributions of unlabeled
label. Instances with contradictory label association estima-
tions receive higher scores. Second, fitness of representative
label correlations on each label is leveraged. Instances with
large bias/variance estimation with respect to selected label
correlations receive higher scores. Finally, an aggregation
strategy across all labels is performed. As the estimation of
label correlation from limited labeled instances may be devi-
ated [39], [40], we further employ three-way decisions on
fitness evaluation, which is different from the cost-sensitive on
hierarchical multilabel active learning [41]. Details regarding
GBRAML and its variations will be elaborated in the following
sections.

III. GBRAML MODEL

A. Notations

We present essential notations of the batch mode AL for
multilabel problem. Let D = Dl ∪ Du denotes a multilabel
dataset which constitutes a labeled set Dl and an unlabeled
set Du. For an arbitrary instance xi in Dl, it is composed
of d-dimension features and m-dimension labels, denoted as

Fig. 1. Pipeline of GBRAML: we conduct AL for multilabel from left-
hand side to right-hand side, transforming the fine-grained representation in
each label to coarse-grained representation for labeling priority. For simplicity,
we only present the distribution of six instances with respect to three labels
(namely, la, lb, and lc), with red circle representing the negative class, light
blue circle representing the positive class, and the remaining representing
unlabeled instances. The granulation operators gL, gM and gH induce the
low-level, middle-level, and high-level granules, respectively. By subsequently
conducting, we determine the batch of desired instances. Detailed components
in gL, gM and gH will be elaborated later. (Figures best viewed in color.)

xi = [xi1, xi2, . . . , xid] and yi = [yi1, yi2, . . . , yim], respec-
tively. Thus, we have Dl = {(x1, y1), (x2, y2), . . . , (xnl , ynl

)}.
The value of yij represents the association of the jth label to the
ith instance, with xi has the jth label if yij = 1 and otherwise if
yij = 0. The label associations of unlabeled instances in Du are
totally unknown, i.e., yi ∈ {0, 1}m ∀i > nl. The goal of the
problem is to find a ranked batch B(B ⊂ Du) determined by S
with the count card(B), such that the annotations on B can sig-
nificantly improve the classifier w = [w1, w2, . . . , wm] learnt
on Dl, where wc = [wc1, wc2, . . . , wcd]T , and the included
component wcj corresponds to the weight of jth feature to the
cth label. The vector S|Du|×1 quantifies the priority of unla-
beled instances. It is hierarchically constructed, with SI|Du|×m

and SL|Du|×m representing instance-level score and label-level
score, respectively. In each iteration, we generate S by consec-
utively applying three granule operators gH , gM and gL, and
the details will be elaborated later. The pipeline of GBRAML
is shown in Fig. 1.

B. Low-Level Granule: Label-Specific Uncertainty

Given limited known labels, it is difficult to discriminate
different labels via an identical feature space. To describe
the characteristics of each label, the concept label-specific
features [42] is proposed. With iterative reconstruction of
label-dependent features, the semantics of labels are gradu-
ally clarified. Considering the reconstruction efficiency and
evaluation interdependency, we seek a label-specific learning
approach satisfying the following conditions.

1) Low-order correlations are leveraged in constructions of
label-specific features.

2) The weaker the label correlation is, the more different
in feature components becomes.

Fortunately, the method LLSF [43] is ideal for the two require-
ments. First, second-order correlation is considered. Second,
features with higher positive/negative dependency of cth label
have larger absolute value in wcj with the same polarity, and
wcj = 0 holds if the jth feature is irrelevant to cth label.
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TABLE II
EXAMPLE OF CONTINGENCY TABLE

Specifically, the formulation of LLSF is as follows:

min
wi

1

2
‖Xwi − Yi‖2

2 + α

2

m∑

j=1

rijwT
i wj + β‖wi‖1 (1)

where X is the feature space of instances in Dl and Yi is the
vector representing the ith label. rij = 1 − cij, cij represents
the correlation between labels yi and yj, which is measured by
cosine similarity. α ≥ 0 and β ≥ 0 are two tradeoff parame-
ters. The problem can be optimized via accelerated proximal
gradient algorithm. Then pseudolabel of an unlabeled instance
xi (that is ŷi) can be assigned as

ŷi = sgn(xiw − τ) (2)

where sgn(·) is a function with the value equals to 1 for pos-
itive argument and 0 otherwise. τ is a threshold that converts
the regression results to classification outcomes.

Unlike margin-based approach, which directly selects the
instances with minimum separation margin, we consider
the local information of xi as well. k-nearest neighbor is
a straightforward solution in describing local information,
however neither a large k value nor a small k value is
appropriate for the estimation of label associations. A neigh-
bor induced by a small k is confused by the imbalanced
label associations, whereas a neighbor induced by a large
k is degenerated as lack of specificity. Instead of finding
an optimal k, we address it by defining the super k-nearest
neighborhood of xi on cth label [that is, SNc

k(xi), see Fig. 2]
as

SNc
k(xi) =

⋃{
Nc

k(xh)
∣∣xi ∈ Nc

k(xh)
}

(3)

where Nc
k(xh) is the neighbors of instance xh constructed by

the label-specific features on cth label. Regarding SNc
k(xi)

as a local representation of xi, we estimate the auxil-
iary label of xi (that is ỹi) via chi-square test on con-
tingency table [44]. The result of chi-square test reveals
whether there is statistical difference between two groups
of observations, and the chi-square value is calculated
as

χ2 =
∑

i,j

(
Oi,j − Ei,j

)2

Ei,j
(4)

where Oi,j and Ei,j are the observed frequencies and expected
frequencies that generated by a contingency table. Table II
shows a 2 × 2 contingency table, where C and ¬C denote
the events that instances are associated with the cth label
or not. Group 1 and Group 2 represent the label associa-
tion in Dl on cth label and pseudo label association within
neighborhoods generated by xh(i.e., Nc

k(xh)) on the cth label,
respectively. The value χ2, denoted as χ2

h , is computed
as

Fig. 2. Toy example of the generation of SNc
k(xi) (k=5): Given an unlabeled

instance xi (orange spot), the SNc
k(xi) includes not only the neighborhood

Nc
k (xi) identified by a distance metric on label-specific features (the orange

circle), but also the neighborhoods containing xi (the dark blue circle). The red
spots, light blue spots, and black spots denote negative class, positive class,
and unlabeled with respect to cth label, respectively. (Figures best viewed in
color.)

TABLE III
EXAMPLE OF ENTROPY-BASED CONTINGENCY TABLE

χ2
h =

(
O1 − CG1,1

)2

CG1,1
+
(
O2 − CG1,2

)2

CG1,2

+
(
O3 − CG2,1

)2

CG2,1
+
(
O4 − CG2,2

)2

CG2,2
(5)

where CG1,1 = ([(O1 + O3) × (O1 + O2)]/[O1 + O2 +
O3 + O4]), CG1,2 = ([(O2 + O4) × (O1 + O2)]/[O1 +
O2 + O3 + O4]), CG2,1 = ([(O1 + O3) × (O3 + O4)]/[O1 +
O2 + O3 + O4]), and CG2,2 = ([(O3 + O4) × (O2 +
O4)]/[O1 + O2 + O3 + O4]). The null hypothesis (denoted
as H0) for Table II states that two groups of class distri-
butions are statistically indistinguishable, and it is rejected
with 95% confidence if the chi-square value is larger than
3.84.1

Our observation is that the unlabeled instance xi is likely
to have the cth label if it is more positive prone as com-
pared with prior label distribution in Dl, and vice versa.
Recall that the scale difference between labeled instances
and instance neighborhood may deteriorate the sensitivity of
chi-test, we replace with the information entropy of each
item in Table II and take a query-by-committee strategy
across all included k-nearest neighborhoods. The generic
elements in Table II are reorganized in Table III as fol-
lows.

Let ỹic denotes the auxiliary label of xi on cth label. It can
be determined via the following expression:

ỹic = sgn

(∑
h

(
χ2

h > 3.84 ∧ P
(
ŷ∗c = 1, x∗c ∈ Nc

k (xh)
) ≥ θc

)

card
(⋃

h
) ≥ θc

)

(6)

1In a 2×2 contingency table, the degree of freedom df = (2−1)×(2−1) =
1, and P(χ2 ≥ 0.05) = 3.84 holds for χ2 distribution.
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Algorithm 1: ScoreInstanceByLabel
Input: Labeled set Dl, Unlabelled set Du
Output: Label-based score matrix SL, linear classifier w

1 Train a classifier w on Dl.
2 for h = 1 to card(D) do
3 Compute ŷh as described in (2);
4 for c = 1 to m do
5 Generate Nc

k (xh);
6 Compute P(ŷ∗c = 1, x∗c ∈ Nc

k (xh));
7 for xi ∈ Du do
8 if xi ∈ Nc

k (xh) then
9 Substituting items in Table III into (5).

10 end
11 end
12 for i = 1 to card(Du) do
13 for c = 1 to m do
14 Compute ỹic as described in (6);
15 end
16 Compute SLi as described in (7) and (8);
17 end
18 end
19 end

where P(ŷ∗c = 1, x∗c ∈ Nc
k(xh)) = ([card ({ŷ∗c = 1|x∗c ∈ Nc

k
(xh)}]/k), θc = ([card({yrc = 1|xr ∈ Dl})]/[card(Dl)]) rep-
resents the prior probability of instances having cth label
on Dl. card(

⋃
h) denotes the cardinality of all h satisfying

Nc
k(xh) ⊆ SNc

k(xi). Note here we do not necessarily com-
pute SNc

k(xi), as the evaluation is an ensemble of the included
neighbors.

Having information from both global perspective (i.e., ŷic)
and local perspective (i.e., ỹic), we consider the construction
of gL. The pseudolabel ŷic provides the best generalization
based on known label assignments, whereas the auxiliary label
ỹic offers the maximal possibility of label preference based
on a neighborhood structure. This implies that the annota-
tion of ŷic is plausible if the labelings between ỹic and ŷic

are unanimous. Thus, for cth label, xi is thus less informative
(see Fig. 3). Furthermore, smaller separation margin induced
by |wcxi − τ | implies larger possibility of misclassification.
Without loss of generality, a granulation operator at low-level,
that is gL, is pertinent to three components, including pseu-
dolabel (ŷi), auxiliary label (ỹi), and model parameters (w),
denoted as gL(ŷi, ỹi, w). It is defined as

gL
(
ŷi, ỹi, w

) = (
ŷi ⊕ ỹi

) ◦ (1 − �(xiw − τ)�) (7)

where �·� is a normalization operation which maps the input
to the interval [0, 1]. The deduced granule structure for each
unlabeled instance xi, that is SLi, is denoted as

SLi � gL
(
ŷi, ỹi, w

)
. (8)

The normalized margin guarantees a fair comparison across
different labels. The larger the value of SLic is, the more infor-
mative the xi becomes. We summarize the low-level granule
with Algorithm 1 for the solving of label level score SL. The
complexity of Algorithm 1 is O(|D|2d′m), where d′ (d′ < d)
represents the average count of label-specific features among
all labels.

Fig. 3. Toy example of score ranking at low-level with k = 3. The black spots
are unlabeled instances, whereas the red and blue spots represent the instances
that have/donot have the label, respectively. The bold line is the hyperplane
from linear classifier wc. The yellow circle and green circle correspond the
k-nearest neighborhood of xi and xh, respectively. Note that although xi has
smaller margin than xh, SLhc > SLic holds, as ŷic and ỹic is identical, whereas
ŷhc and ỹhc is different. Consequently, for cth label, xh is more informative
than xi. (Figures best viewed in color.)

C. Middle-Level Granule: Label Weighting

A critical issue in (7) is the absence of label importance,
which yields to the equally contribution of each label to
the priority of instance annotation. This can be solved by
introducing label correlation. With stronger label correlation,
conducting accurate classification is easier, and thus the neces-
sity of labeling on such instances are limited. If, however, the
label correlation is negligible, it becomes necessary to annotate
manually. For computational simplicity, we employ second-
order label correlations on each label with most positive and
most negative correlated labels. Inspired by [45], the label
correlation is measured by Pearson correlation [46]. Let Ŷc

and Ŷr denote the pseudolabel vectors of X on cth label and
rth label, respectively. Then the Pearson correlation coefficient
Corr(Ŷc, Ŷr) is defined as

Corr
(

Ŷc, Ŷr

)
=

E
[(

Ŷc − μŶc

)(
Ŷr − μŶr

)]

λ
(9)

where λ =
√∑card(D)

i=1 (Ŷic − μŶc
)2
√∑card(D)

i=1 (Ŷir − μŶr
)2,

E[·] denotes the variable expectation, μŶc
and μŶr

are the

mean value of Yc and Yr, respectively. Corr(Ŷc, Ŷr) ∈ [ −
1, 1], with −1 if cth label and rth label are strongest negative
linear correlation and 1 if cth label and rth label are strongest
positive linear correlation. As labeling difficulty of a particular
label is inversely correlated to label correlation, we formulate
the difficulty of positive correlated annotation on cth label as

Diff+c = 1 − Corr
(

Ŷc, Ŷc+
)

(10)

where c+ =
{

arg max
r

Corr(Ŷc, Ŷr)

∣∣∣Corr(Ŷc, Ŷr) > 0

}
.

Analogously, the difficulty of negative correlated annotation
on cth label can be estimated as

Diff−c = 1 + Corr
(

Ŷc, Ŷc−
)

(11)

where c− =
{

arg min
r

Corr(Ŷc, Ŷr)

∣∣∣Corr(Ŷc, Ŷr) < 0

}
.

It is assumed in [43] that the similarity between coefficient
vectors will be larger if two labels are strongly correlated. This
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motivates us to examine the similarity between two classifiers
(i.e., wc versus wr) and the corresponding label correlations
(i.e., Ŷc versus Ŷr). We term the similarity as the fitness of
model parameters with respect to label correlation. Let f +

c
and f −

c denote the fitness of correlation on cth label with most
positive/negative correlated label, to the correlation on corre-
sponding model parameters, respectively. They are defined as
follows:

f +
c =

∣∣∣Corr(wc, wc+) − Corr
(

Ŷc, Ŷc+
)∣∣∣ (12)

where c+ =
{

arg max
r

Corr
(

Ŷc, Ŷr

)∣∣∣Corr
(

Ŷc, Ŷr

)
> 0

}

f −
c =

∣∣∣Corr(wc, wc−) − Corr
(

Ŷc, Ŷc−
)∣∣∣ (13)

where c− =
{

arg min
r

Corr
(

Ŷc, Ŷr

)∣∣∣Corr
(

Ŷc, Ŷr

)
< 0

}
.

A larger value on either f +
c or f −

c implies that the label cor-
relation is improperly learnt, and labeling on such instances
becomes valuable. Treating the most positive label correla-
tion as a reference, the instances receive more attention from
experts if they are associated with one label but not associ-
ated with another. For the most negative correlated label, the
instances receive with more attentions from experts if they are
either associated or not associated with two labels simultane-
ously. Therefore, the granulation operator at middle level (that
is gM), is pertinent to three components, including annotation
difficulty Diff, correlation fitness f and label-level score SLi,
denoted as gM(Diff, f, SLi). It is defined as

gM(Diff, f, SLi) = (
1 + ŷi ⊕ ŷ+

i

) ◦ SLi ◦ eDiff+◦f+

+ (
1 + ŷi � ŷ−

i

) ◦ SLi ◦ eDiff−◦f− (14)

where ŷ+
i = (ŷir)1×m, ŷir = arg max

r
Corr(Ŷc, Ŷr), ŷ−

i =
(ŷis)1×m, ŷis = arg min

s
Corr(Ŷc, Ŷs), Diff+ = (Diff+c )1×m,

Diff− = (Diff−c )1×m, f+ = (f +
c )1×m, f− = (f −

c )1×m, 1 ≤
c ≤ m. The deduced granule structure for each unlabeled
instance xi, that is SIi, is denoted as

SIi � gM(Diff, f, SLi). (15)

We summarize the introduction of middle-level granule with
Algorithm 2 for solving of instance level score SI and final
score S. The complexity of Algorithm 2 is O(card(Du)d′m2),
where d′ (d′ < d) represents the average count of label-specific
features among all labels.

D. High-Level Granule: Labeling Priority

To evaluate the priority of instance xi, we obtain the score
of an unlabeled instance xi by defining a granulation operator
gH . It is pertinent to instance level score SIi and denoted as

gH(SIi) =
m∑

c=1

SIic. (16)

The deduced granule structure for each unlabeled instance
xi, that is Si, is denoted as

Si � gH(SIi). (17)

Algorithm 2: ScoreByInstance
Input: Unlabelled set Du, linear classifier w, Label-based score

matrix SL
Output: Instance-based score matrix SI.

1 for i = 1 to card(Du) do
2 for c = 1 to m do
3 Compute Corr(Ŷc, Ŷc+) as described in (9);
4 Compute Diff +

c as described in (10);
5 Compute f +

c as described in (12);
6 Compute Diff −

c as described in (11);
7 Compute f −

c as described in (13);
8 end
9 Compute SIi as described in (14) and (15).

10 end

Algorithm 3: GBRAML
Input: Labeled set Dl, Unlabelled set Du, Batch size card(B)
Output: Labeled set with new labels Dl, Unlabelled set without

selected labels Du
1 repeat
2 (SL,w)=ScoreInstanceByLabel(Du);
3 SI=ScoreByInstance(Dl,Du,w,SL);
4 for xi in Du do
5 Compute Si as described in (16) and (17);
6 Sort xi in descending order based on Si;
7 end
8 Select the top card(B) instances as B;
9 Label the instances in B with ground-truth instance-label

pair;
10 Dl = Dl ∪ B;
11 Du = Du − B;
12 until maximal iteration count reaches;

The larger the value of Si is, the higher the labeling priority
the xi becomes.

E. Complexity Analysis

GBRAML is a combination of “ScoreInstanceByLabel”
(Algorithm 1) and “ScoreByInstance” (Algorithm 2) with
some necessary operations on instance ranking, batch annota-
tion and model reconstruction.2 The pseudocode of GBRAML
is described in Algorithm 3. As the instance count is far greater
than label count, the complexity of GBRAML is O(|D|2d′m),
where d′ (d′ < d) represents the average count of label-specific
features among all labels.

IV. TGBRAML: THREE-WAY-BASED GBRAML

Although the fitness of model parameter with respect to
label correlation is conducive to approximating latent label
correlation [see (12) and (13)], some unnecessary features
(measured by w) may deteriorate the robustness of label clas-
sification. For example, the label “desk” may be correlated
with “chair” given limited labeled paintings, however the
importance of feature “round” may be unexpectedly increased,
which does not offer meaningful label correlation for later
classification. It is also not appropriate to overemphasize the

2We assume that expert is capable of labeling all labels, and the ground-
truth of each selected instances is directly applied.
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influence of most positive/negative correlations so that instance
priority changes heavily with a small fluctuation [see (14)].

Regarding the label correlation from most positive/negative
as a baseline, it is natural to divide the fitness of corresponding
label-specific coefficient correlation into three cases, i.e., over-
correlated, proper-correlated, and under-correlated. The tripar-
tition is a realization of the three-way decision from a relative
value view [47]. Our purpose is to design a three-way-based
weighting schema on the fitness of label correlation, so that for
the same instance, labels with under-correlated are more likely
to be annotated than labels with proper-correlated, whereas
labels with overcorrelated are least likely to be annotated.
Concretely, the positive/negative consistency between label
correlation of cth label to most positive/negative correlated
label correlation and the correlation of wc to corresponding
classifiers (denoted as tf +

c and tf −
c ) are redefined as

tf +
c =

⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

e, Corr
(

Ŷc, Ŷc+
)

− Corr(wc, wc+) > ε

1,

∣∣∣Corr
(

Ŷc, Ŷc+
)

− Corr(wc, wc+)

∣∣∣ < ε

1
e , otherwise

(18)

where c+ =
{

arg max
r

Corr(Ŷc, Ŷr)

∣∣∣Corr(Ŷc, Ŷr) > 0

}
and

ε → 0+. For tf +
c , the annotation priority with under-correlated,

proper-correlated, and overcorrelated are quantified as e, 1, and
(1/e), respectively

tf −
c =

⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

1
e , Corr

(
Ŷc, Ŷc−

)
− Corr(wc, wc−) > ε

1,

∣∣∣Corr
(

Ŷc, Ŷc−
)

− Corr(wc, wc−)

∣∣∣ < ε

e, otherwise

(19)

where c− = {arg min
r

Corr(Ŷc, Ŷr)|Corr(Ŷc, Ŷr) < 0} and

ε → 0+. For tf −
c , the annotation priority with overcorrelated,

proper-correlated, and under-correlated are quantified as (1/e),
1, and e, respectively.

Compared with (12) and (13), the renewed (18) and (19)
take a qualitative and discriminative weighting strategy. One
can infer that the contributions of two different unlabeled
instances xi and xh from the cth component (that is, sic

and shc) are similar if they have 1) similar scores at label
level, and 2) similar fitness toward most positive/negative label
correlation. By replacing f with tf, the granulation operator
gM(Diff, tf, SLi) (see (14)) is renewed as

gM(Diff, tf, SLi) = (
1 + ŷi ⊕ ŷ+

i

) ◦ SLi◦ eDiff+◦tf+

+ (
1 + ŷi � ŷ−

i

) ◦ SLi ◦ eDiff−◦tf− (20)

where ŷ+
i = (ŷir)1×m, ŷir = arg max

r
Corr(Ŷc, Ŷr), ŷ−

i =
(ŷis)1×m, ŷis = arg min

s
Corr(Ŷc, Ŷs), Diff+ = (Diff+c )1×m,

Diff− = (Diff−c )1×m, tf+ = (tf +
c )1×m, tf− = (tf −

c )1×m,
1 ≤ c ≤ m.

The deduced granule structure for each unlabeled instance
xi, that is SIi, is denoted as

SIi � gM(Diff, tf, SLi). (21)

The three-way GBRAML algorithm is very much similar
as GBRAML except for the evaluation of SI. The complexity

of TGBRAML is O(card(D)2d′m), where d′ < d denotes the
average count of label-specific feature dimension.

V. EXPERIMENTS

A. Experimental Settings

We conduct two groups of experiments. For fair compar-
isons, the batch size card(B) is fixed as 10. The count for the
labeled set is fixed as 5% of instances, and the random parti-
tion is repeated 10 times. The k-nearest neighborhood for an
arbitrary instance xi, Nc

k(xi), is generated via Euclidean dis-
tance. All AL algorithms continue until the size of labeled
instances amounts to 80% of instances. The goal for the
first group is to validate the effectiveness of GBRAML. To
comprehensively examine the performance of GBRAML, the
experiments are not merely compared with some state-of-the-
art approaches, but also with some variations of GBRAML.
Due to the computational efficiency and label-specific learning
mechanism, we adopt LLSF [43] as a baseline of GBRAML,
with recommended settings α = 28, β = 24, and τ = 0.5.
Detailed settings of algorithms are given as.

1) BMAL [31]: Batch mode AL selects a batch of instances
that simultaneously maximizes the high uncertainty and
pairwise instance divergence. Support vector machine
(SVM) with a polynomial kernel of degree 2 is applied
for model reconstruction.

2) Adaptive [26]3: We select the most informative batch by
ranking overall results from both max-margin prediction
uncertainty and label cardinality inconsistency. The two
perspectives are adaptively integrated, with the adaptive
parameter β searched in {0, 0.1, . . . , 1}. The optimal β

is determined if the approximate generalization error
reaches minimum. SVM with a Gaussian kernel of
degree 2 is applied and tradeoff parameter C = 100.

3) BatchRank [10]: This method is an efficient version of
BMAL and takes a ranking formulation view, with the
tradeoff parameter λ = 100. Logistic regression (LR) is
applied for model reconstruction.

4) Random: This method randomly selects instances and
reconstructs model via LLSF.

5) MGBRAML: Mean fusion of granular batch ranking
for multilabel. The scores of instances are generated
via the sum of the low-level granule on each label
(i.e., S(xi) = ∑

c SLic), without the consideration of
middle-level granule. The classification, as well as the
optimization of w, is learnt via LLSF.

6) GBRAML_LR: Granular batch mode-based ranking
active model for multilabel with logistic regression. The
classification, as well as the optimization of w, is learnt
via LLSF. The neighborhood size k is fixed as 10.

7) GBRAML_SVM: Granular batch mode-based ranking
active model for multilabel with support vector machine.
The nonzero label-specific coefficient matrix w learnt
from LLSF is utilized to train multiple binary clas-
sifiers with binary relevance support vector machine.

3Source code: https://carleton.ca/scs/people/yuhong-guo/
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Fig. 4. Comparison of AL in multilabel datasets on MicroF1. (Figures best viewed in color.) (a) Genbase. (b) Medical. (c) Enron. (d) Slashdot. (e) Languagelog.
(f) Bibtex.

TABLE IV
CHARACTERISTICS OF DATA SETS

For simplicity, the linear kernel is implemented. The
neighborhood size k is fixed as 10.

The second experiment evaluates the performance of
TGBRAML, with two variations of TGBRAML named as
TGBRAML_LR and TGBRAML_SVM, respectively. For all
TGBRAML variations, ε = 10−5. By comparing with
GBRAML, we examine the effectiveness of three-way deci-
sions on multilabel active learning.

All experiments are performed on six benchmarks, the
details of which are summarized in Table IV. In Table IV, for
each dataset, “# Instances” means the number of instances,
“# Features” means the number of features, “# Labels” means
the total number of class labels, and “# Cardinality” means the
average number of labels per instance of a dataset. The com-
parisons are examined in frequently considered benchmark in
Mulan4 and Meka.5 All experiments are coded in MATLAB
2017b and completed on a workstation with the following
specification: Intel Core12 i7-6800K 3.40GHz CPU, 64GB of
memory with 64-bit ubuntu 16.0.4 operation system.The clas-
sification performance is evaluated using Micro F1-measure
(abbreviated as MicroF1) and Average Precision (abbreviated
as AP) [1]. For both metrics, the larger values are, the better

4http://mulan.sourceforge.net/datasets.html
5http://meka.sourceforge.net

the performance becomes. We repeat all considered methods
for five times, and compare the average performance.

B. Results

1) Comparison With State-of-the-Art Methods: Figs. 4
and 5 report the average performance on MicroF1 and AP
across the benchmarks, respectively. In each subfigure, the
x-axis denotes the round of active query and the y-axis denotes
the performance (i.e., MicroF1 and AP) obtained on the
unlabeled set.

For MicroF1, we observe from Fig. 4(a)–(f) that although
the absolute performance is increasing in general as more
instances are labeled, the relative superiority of GBRAML
(that is, GBRAML_LR and GBRAML_SVM) to other
state-of-the-art algorithms are different. In all cases except
dataset “Languagelog,” GBRAML_SVM performs better than
GBRAML_LR on average. The difference is particularly
significant when the count of selected instances is limited
(see round before 120 for “Slashdot” and round before 100
for “Bibtex”). It suggests that the application of the SVM can
compensate for the shortcomings of biased label distribution.
With a linear kernel, the performance of GBRAML_SVM
can be at least comparable to the state-of-the-art algorithms,
and is superior on dataset “Genbase,” “Medical,” and
“Enron.” This observation demonstrates the informativeness
of selected nonzero features and instances. A more in-depth
observation shows that the improvement from Random or
MGBRAML to GBRAML_LR is larger than the advances
from GBRAML_LR to GBRAML_SVM, which implies the
contribution of instance selection is more significant. The
functionality of middle-level granule is more important than
low-level granule, as the performance on MicroF1 between
Random and MGBRAML is similar and in most cases, worse
than GBRAML_LR among all datasets.
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Fig. 5. Comparison of AL in multilabel datasets on AP. (Figures best viewed in color.) (a) Genbase. (b) Medical. (c) Enron. (d) Slashdot. (e) Languagelog.
(f) Bibtex.

TABLE V
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF EACH COMPARISON ALGORITHM (MEAN±STD WITH

ALGORITHM RANKING FOLLOWED AND SUMMARIZED) ON MICROF1

For AP, we observe from Fig. 5(a)–(f) that in most cases, the
state-of-the-art algorithms achieve unsatisfactory performance
and gain limited progress as instances are gradually selected.

In contrast, the AP values deduced from GBRAML, espe-
cially for GBRAML_LR and GBRAML_SVM, are rather
impressive. The underlying reason is that both GBRAML
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Fig. 6. Comparison of GBRAML and TGBRAML on MicroF1. (Figures best viewed in color.) (a) Genbase. (b) Medical. (c) Enron. (d) Slashdot.
(e) Languagelog. (f) Bibtex.

and LLSF take a second-order learning strategy, which
is close to the average cardinality of considered bench-
marks. The comparable performance between GBRAML_LR
and GBRAML_SVM suggests the crucial contribution of
GBRAML in example-based performance improvement. The
functionality of middle-level granule is more important than
low-level granule, as the performance on AP between Random
and MGBRAML is analogous and in most cases, worse than
GBRAML_LR among all datasets.

Combining Figs. 4 and 5, we conclude that GBRAML
is more effective in example-based metric than label-based
metric. The reason is that score matrix depends heavily on
the fitness label correlation, which prefers the example-based
metrics.

We also compare the predictive performance on MicroF1
and AP with 5, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, and 80% of unlabeled
data used as queries in Tables V and VII, respectively. For
each case, the best result is highlighted in boldface, and algo-
rithm rankings are also provided. Comparatively, for all 42
predictive results (6 datasets × 7 observations) on MicroF1,
GBRAML_LR ranks in first place at 19.05% cases (8/42), in
second place at 21.4% cases (9/42), in third place at 16.67%
cases (7/42), and in the second half at 42.86% cases (18/42);
GBRAML_SVM ranks in first place at 30.95% cases (13/42),
in second place at 16.67% cases (7/42), in third place at
16.67% cases (7/42), and in the bottom three at 35.71% cases
(15/42). For all 42 predictive results (6 datasets × 7 obser-
vations) on AP, GBRAML_LR ranks in first place at 7.14%
cases (3/42), in second place at 35.71% cases (15/42), in third
place at 33.33% cases (14/42), and in the bottom three at
23.81%(10/42) cases; GBRAML_SVM ranks in first place at
73.81% cases (31/42), in second place at 7.14% cases (3/42),
in third place at 4.76% cases (2/42), and in the second half
at 14.3% cases (6/42).

Furthermore, we conduct paired t-tests at 95 significance
level and present the win/tie/loss counts of GBRAML_SVM

TABLE VI
WIN/TIE/LOSS COUNTS OF GBRAML_SVM VERSUS THE OTHER

METHODS ON MICROF1 WITH VARIED NUMBERS OF QUERIES BASED ON

PAIRED t-TESTS AT 95% SIGNIFICANCE LEVEL

versus the other methods with respect to evaluation metric
MicroF1 and AP in Tables VI and VIII, respectively. The
results demonstrate that in most cases, GBRAML_SVM out-
performs the compared algorithms in condition that same
number of instances are selected, especially on metric AP,
where the dominance gains 92.38% (194/210).

2) Comparison With TGBRAML: Figs. 6 and 7 report the
average performance on MicroF1 and AP across the bench-
marks, respectively. In each subfigure, the x-axis denotes the
round of active query and the y-axis denotes the performance
(i.e., MicroF1 and AP) obtained on the unlabelled set. In
what follows, we explain the comparisons of GBRAML and
TGBRAML with LR (that is, GBRAML_LR plotted by black
line versus TGBRAML_LR plotted by blue line) and with
SVM (that is, GBRAML_SVM plotted by red line versus
TGBRAML_SVM plotted by green line).

For MicroF1, the performance of TGBRAML is com-
parable to GBRAML in the early stage and achieves
better performance since 60% instances of datasets
are actively selected. Comparatively, the performance
of TGBRAML_SVM fluctuates more heavily than
TGBRAML_LR in the first 10% rounds, and gains more
superiority than the corresponding controlled group after
50% instances are selected. This observation shows that
three-way weighing schema may not be recommended if
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Fig. 7. Comparison of GBRAML and TGBRAML on AP. (Figures best viewed in color.) (a) Genbase. (b) Medical. (c) Enron. (d) Slashdot. (e) Languagelog.
(f) Bibtex.

TABLE VII
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF EACH COMPARISON ALGORITHM (MEAN±STD WITH ALGORITHM RANKING FOLLOWED AND SUMMARIZED) ON AP

instances are rarely labeled, and is effective if the randomness
of pairwise label correlation is decreased. An interesting
phenomenon is that TGBRAML is most effective for datasets

like “Slashdot” and “Languagelog,” which does not dom-
inates the state-of-the-art algorithms when GBRAML is
applied.
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TABLE VIII
WIN/TIE/LOSS COUNTS OF GBRAML_SVM VERSUS THE OTHER

METHODS ON AP WITH VARIED NUMBERS OF QUERIES BASED ON

PAIRED t-TESTS AT 95% SIGNIFICANCE LEVEL

For AP, the performance of TGBRAML is better than
GBRAML, especially after 60% instances of datasets are
actively selected. The comparative performance between
TGBRAML_LR and TGBRAML_SVM is more similar than
GBRAML_LR and GBRAML_SVM as active query proceeds.

Compared with Figs. 6 and 7, it is demonstrated that
TGBRAML achieves better performance than GBRAML. The
performance variation on AP for TGBRAML is more robust
than that on MicroF1. Three-way decisions is more beneficial
for the improvement of example-based criterion.

VI. CONCLUSION

This article proposes a novel batch-mode AL algorithm,
GBRAML, for multilabel learning. GBRAML intends to
explore the informativeness and representativeness of unla-
belled instances hierarchically, which circumvents the problem
of NP-hard optimization. Extensive experiments demonstrate
the superiority of GBRAML. Three-way decisions is effective
in measuring label correlation, and the combination of three-
way decisions and GBRAML (i.e., TGBRAML) outperforms
the GBRAML. In the future, we plan to extend the GBRAML
for AL on large-scale multilabel datasets, which selects uncer-
tain instances by employing shared discriminative features and
evaluating hierarchical label correlation consistency based on
modal-dependent deep neural network models.
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